Motivated by the increasing research interests in the role of the fidelity in quantum critical phenomena, we establish a general relation between the fidelity and the structure factor of the driving term of the Hamiltonian through a new introduced concept: fidelity susceptibility. Our relation, as shown by some examples, makes the fidelity be easily evaluated from its susceptibility via some well developed techniques, such as density matrix renormalization group for the ground state, and Monte-Carlo simulation for the thermal equilibrium state.
Quite recently, an increasing interest [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] has been drawn in the role of fidelity, a concept borrowed from the quantum information theory [6] , in quantum critical phenomena [7] . The common motivation behind these studies is straightforward. Since the fidelity is a measure of the state-state distance, the dramatic change of the structure of the ground state around the quantum critical point should result in a large distance between two ground states, which are on both sides of the critical point. For example, in the one-dimensional XY model, the fidelity shows a narrow downward peak at the phase transition point [2] . Similar properties were also found in fermionic [3] and bosonic systems [5] . Since the fidelity is a pure quantum information concept, these works actually built a connection between the quantum information theory and condensed matter physics.
However, except for some special models, such as onedimensional XY model and Dicke model [1, 2] , evaluating the fidelity from the ground-state wavefuntion is tedious. Therefore, a neater and easier strategy based on some well developed techniques is of great importance for the extensive application of the fidelity to the critical phenomena. For this purpose, we introduce the concept of fidelity susceptibility which defines the response of fidelity to the driving parameter in the Hamiltonian. At zero temperature, we show that the fidelity susceptibility is intrinsically related to the dynamic structure factor of the driving Hamiltonian, say H I , which causes the quantum phase transition. An applicable scheme is proposed to evaluate the dynamic structure factor of H I based on well developed numerical techniques for the ground-state properties, such as exact diagonalization (ED) [8] and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [9] . On the other hand, based on definition of the fidelity for a thermal state, we show that the fidelity susceptibility is simply the thermal fluctuation term, such as specific heat C v for the internal energy and magnetic susceptibility χ for the magnetization, which can be easily evaluated from the Monte-Carlo simulation [10] . * Email: sjgu@phy.cuhk.edu.hk A general Hamiltonian of quantum many-body systems reads
Here H I is the driving Hamiltonian and λ denotes its strength.
Then the eigenstates |Ψ n (λ) satisfy H(λ)|Ψ n (λ) = E n |Ψ n (λ) defines a set of orthogonal and complete basis of the Hilbert space. Here we restrict ourselves to the phase transition which is not induced by the ground-state level-crossing. That means that the ground state of the Hamiltonian is non-degenerate for a finite system. We next change λ → λ + δλ where δλ is so small that the perturbation theory is applicable. Up to the first-order perturbation, the ground state becomes
where
Following Ref [2] , the fidelity is defined as the overlap between |Ψ 0 (λ) and |Ψ 0 (λ + δλ) , i.e.
Therefore, to the lowest order, we have 1
Clearly, the fidelity is δλ-dependent, this fact makes the fidelity be an artificial quantity. Despite of this, from Eq. (5), we still can see that the most relevant term in determining the fidelity is its second-order derivative. Compared with linear response theory, the coefficient term before δλ 2 actually defines the response of the fidelity to the small change of parameter λ. From this point of view, we introduce a new concept fidelity susceptibility as
From Eq. (5), it takes the form
in the ground state. Here we would like to point out that, though the above procedure is based on the perturbation theory, the fidelity susceptibility (7) only depends the spectra of the Hamiltonian H(λ) and the hoping matrix H n0 . Unfortunately, Eq. (7) is almost not computable since the knowledge of the whole eigenstate is not available except for some very small system which are usually far away from the scaling region. In order to overcome this difficulty, it is then necessary to consider the time evolution of the system. For simplicity, we omit the parameter λ in the following expression, and define the dynamic fidelity susceptibility as
Make a Fourier transformation and take a derivative, we then obtain
where τ is imaginary time, and
The above two equations are very impressive. They reveals the mysterious veiling of the fidelity for the understanding of quantum critical phenomena. The term in the bracket in Eq. (9) is nothing but the dynamic structure factor of H I . Therefore, in the original definition of the fidelity, we subconsciously choose the driving term H I as a candidate of the order parameter, though we may do not think so at that time. From this point of view, we would like to emphasize that the study on the role of fidelity in critical phenomena still does not go beyond the traditional Landau's symmetry-breaking theory. In order to have a more computable formula, we make an inverse Fourier transformation and obtain
where the first term in the bracket can be calculated by
Therefore, though the fidelity is difficult to be calculated from the ground-state wavefunctions, Eq. (11) and (12) actually provide us another computable way. Especially, Eq. (12) can be easily evaluated via the prevailing numerical techniques. Here let us take the DMRG as an example [9] . The standard DMRG algorithm includes a transformation of the Hamiltonian of the system and environment from a set of old basis to another set of new basis spanned by the largely weighted eigenstates of the reduced density matrix. The only modification is that, in addition to H(λ), H I should be individually transformed in the DMRG procedure. Then once the final ground-state is obtained, the mapping |Ψ ′ = H I |Ψ and |Ψ ′ = H|Ψ is simply the standard step in the Lanczos method.
To check the correctness of the above expressions, we now study the fidelity susceptibility in a non-trivial model in the condensed matter physics, i.e. the onedimensional Hubbard model, whose Hamiltonian reads
where c † j,σ and c j,σ , σ =↑, ↓ are creation and annihilation operators for electrons with spin σ at site j respectively, n j,σ = c † j,σ c j,σ , t is the hoping integral, and U denotes the strength of on-site interaction. At the half filling, the ground state of the Hubbard model undergoes a quantum phase transition from an ideal conductor to Mottinsulating transition at the point U = 0. For simplicity, we diagonalize the Hamiltonian for both 6-and 10-site systems via the Lanczos method, and compute the fidelity and its susceptibility via different way. The numerical results are shown in Fig. 1 , and clearly support our conclusion that the fidelity susceptibility rather than the fidelity is more crucial in the the ground state. Another interesting observation is that the fidelity susceptibility is not a maximum, then the fidelity is not a minimum at the critical point. This fact is completely beyond the physical intuition arising in the original research motivation [2] . Though finite-size effect shows that the fidelity at U = 0 may becomes smaller and smaller as the system size increases, the divergence of the fidelity susceptibility at the critical point is an unexpected conclusion, because for the Hubbard model, the density-density correlation defined by the U term in the Hamiltonian (13) does not have a long-range order, then the local order parameter is not well-defined. From this point, it is still dangerous to draw a conclusion that the fidelity can describe all kinds of phase transition.
The generalization of the fidelity to finite temperatures is proposed recently. Based on the definition of fidelity between two mixed state, it has been shown that the fidelity can be expressed in term of the partition function, [4] 
where β = 1/T , and
Here g(E) is the density of state and can be calculated from the Monte-Carlo simulation [10] , such as WangLandau algorithm [11] . Then the fidelity susceptibility driven by the temperature can be calculated as
Similarly, if the driving term in the Hamiltonian is the Zeemann-like term, which is crucial in the Landau's symmetry-broken theory, then the fidelity susceptibility is simple the magnetic susceptibility χ,
Clearly, the specific heat is simply the fluctuation of the internal energy, i.e. C v = β 2 ( E 2 − E 2 ), and the magnetic susceptibility is the fluctuation of the magnetization, i. e. χ = β( M 2 − M 2 ). Thus the fidelity susceptibility is just the fluctuation (structure factor) of the driving term in the Hamiltonian.
To confirm our understandings and show the more important role of the fidelity susceptibility rather than fidelity in the thermal phase transition, we take twodimensional Ising model defined on a square lattice as an example. The Hamiltonian reads,
where the sum is over all pairs of nearest-neighbor sites i and j, and the coupling is set to unit for simplicity. We use the Wang-Landau algorithm [11] to compute the density of state in Eq. (15). Then the specific heat and the fidelity can be easily evaluated from the partition function. The results for a 40 × 40-site system are shown in Fig. 2 . Clearly, there is a maximum point in the line of the specific heat, whose scaling behavior to an infinite system defines the critical point. Meanwhile, the middle picture in Fig. 2 shows various fidelity calculated from different temperature interval. This obvious difference in the fidelity disappears if we distill the fidelity susceptibility from them, as shown in the right picture of Fig.  2 . In summary, we established a general relation between the fidelity and structure factor of the driving term in the Hamiltonian for both quantum and classical critical phenomena. Such a relation not only enables us to evaluate the fidelity easily via the prevailing numerical techniques, such as DMRG, ED, and Monte-Carlo simulation, but also builds a straightforward connection between the concept in quantum information theory and those in the quantum many-body physics.
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